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1.0. Introduction 
 

1.1  This report considers Soham Town Council's (STC’s) current financial performance 
for the financial 2018-19 year to date (@ October 2018/6 months) and projects the out-turn 
to year end 31st March 2019. It then provides proposals for the budget(s), taking into 
consideration those recommendations made by the Finance & Policy Committee and the 
Standing committees of Cemetery & Allotment and Community Amenities at their October 
15th 2018 meetings . From these it summarises options in regards to precept (rate 
demand) for STC for financial year 2019-20. 
 

2.0 Financial performance 2018-19 and estimated out-turn at 31st March 2019 

 

2.1  Appendix 1 (summary sheet as attached column marked in pink extracted from 
councils primary budget sheet1) summarise the councils performance to 6 months. At 
STC’S full monthly council meetings expenditure is retrospectively approved and members 
are provided with a budgetary review of those budgetary headings of net income and 
expenditure the movements together with bank and cash holding reconciliations to 
balance. Every quarter (3 months) a detailed net income and expenditure with 
retrospective 3-4 year review is provided primarily for acknowledgement purposes ([pink] 
sheets). 
 
In the 6 months to end September 2018 income received by this Authority stands at 
(£387402) inclusive of  all the annual precept  [rate demand] requested of £293775 from 
the Billing Authority (ECDC)]. At 6 month review income exceeds current expenditure  by 
(£210361.96) consistent with receiving all the known income for the year but expenditure 
relates for the first 6 months.  
 
Income continues to be generated from Pavilion and recreation ground hire fees and in 
allotment and burial receipts and payments all of which are in general  in line and 
consistent with known amounts generated in previous financial years (Appendix 1 actual 
income 2018-19 (previous years appear grey italicised left hand side, actuals last three 
financial years).  
 
The level of CIL monies has grown exponentially year on year for the last four years and 
stood last financial year at an income level over this period to a cumulative value of 
£152385.08. The CIL money totals have bee approved in this current financial year to 
replace those councils own general reserves/funds that were used  to cover the £ shortfall 
to the Pavilion refurbishment works and placed in an allocated reserve that with any other 
ring fenced monies will be outside any subsequent precept calculations (122/18).  
 
Currently another  £49605.68 is required to balance/in replacement to the town council 
reserves and this has been approved in this financial year to come from expected future  
CIL receipts. 
 
Assuming the out-turn estimate for the year ending 31st March 2019  total income 
received, other than precept CIL, s106 development or other ring fenced monies, amounts 
to around  10% contribution to that of total rate demand requested by STC. Previous years 
indicate that contribution from sources other than the precept has been as high as 15%. 

 
1 For more information refer to RFO 
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Consistent with previous practices STC uses all additional business and on business 
related income received to offset and reduce its precept calculation and resultant rate 
demands made of the Soham ratepayer (see points 3-5).  
 
Both this and last year Soham Town Council (and going forward) has approved to opt in for 
VAT taxation purposes to enable it to recover the VAT element from the refurbishment 
programme of the Pavilion undertaken in 2016-18 (without this approval an amount of 
circa £153 K would not have been able to be reclaimed in the project and needed to be 
taken from council reserves). 
 

2.2 Accounting practices- It should also be noted that STC changed in this FY to activity or 
task-based accounting rather than the previous method whereby indirect and direct costs 
were mixed under generic areas associated with the current standing committee 
structures. The committees found these previous financial analyses sheets and summaries 
difficult to understand and relate to the overall financial standing of the town council and 
therefore Finance & Policy Committee approved that the financial structure and reporting 
mechanism this year should be replaced with direct or activity based accounting. 
Consequently in this transition period: 

1. Certain expenditure (ie Payroll including pensions and HMRC) have been easy to 
‘strip out’ of these previous mixed expenditure budgetary headings (as they appear 
as a discrete and separately item in the year end AGAR forms). 

2. Other annual revenue and therefore ongoing costings will take some time to identify 
and to separate from the previous generic headings (ie understanding who much 
the council spends on tree works as a discrete cost centre rather than as part of 
mixed ‘operation costs’). 

 
By analyses certain current budgets set for this year are operating within acceptable 
tolerance and range  (ie HR and insurance) whilst others are not (ie IT and HSE which due 
to changes to strategy within the year will be significantly overspent). Budgets for grant 
provision (both under its Powers and s137) remain significantly underspent at this 6 month 
point however it should be noted that where budgetary over-expenditure occurs monies 
should be moved (virement) within the financial year from those that are underspent. STC 
should at the very least acknowledge this action as being part of the overall financial 
responsibility of the town council as not only good but an expected financial practice. 
 
Therefore at this point it is acknowledged that there remains some further work needed to 
refine the new way of financial reporting to members to fully clarify and justify reasonable 
annual levels of known and expected yearly expenditure (ie those fixed annual revenue 
costs which as sunk costs the town council incurs irrespective) of projects (both short and 
long term) that it might wish to undertake that might require capital strategies to achieve 
[see para below]). By defining activity costs the element of determining revenue amounts 
in the budgetary process should bea  relatively straight forward exercise for members 
making: 

i) the first pass of budgeting and precept calculations easier for Cllr members to 
understand interrogate and question  and be more transparent for the public 
than previously provided. 

 
2.3 As indicated there are generally two types of expenditure that Soham Town Council 
incurs and should be considered as part of the  budgeting process and precept 
consideration: 

a) revenue costs (para above) and  
b) project costs as expenditure in the current of future financial years that are  
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i) unusual (including unexpected that due to their nature should come from 
general reserve funds) 

ii) related to one-off projects 
iii) projects that are likely due to costs to occur over a period of financial years  

and will represent short(er) term financial commitments (such as fixed term 
or length projects/contracts) and longer term commitments (requiring capital 
investments, precept and/or general reserve monies retained over a period 
of years)  

Examples of project expenditures that are currently being incurred by STC are: 
a) new hall build (phase II) which is currently considered to be a project ‘on the 

horizon’ (theoretical) and in its feasibility stages which generate costs related to  the 
preparative stages and should realistically absorbed into current precept 
calculations. However should such a large project go ahead it would require 
financial capitalisation ie from combination of STC held funds (general reserves), 
contribution from others , borrowings (ie PWL) or capital receipt from the disposal of 
land proposed in the Eastern Gateway development!?. 

b) The current ongoing project  and  current 3 year commitment to repair and 
renovation of the flint walls at the cemetery and at the closed cemetery and 
repointing of the Pavilion brickworks circa £21-25K annually. 

c) special projects spearheaded by the Standing Committees for example public toilets 
(Fountain Lane) and DDA path toilet and chapel improvements monies which in this 
financial year and yet to be spent.  

d) Commitment to the Byeway 113/114 (Mill Drove) which is part of the Wicken-Soham 
(cycle) initiative originally proposed as being a capital expenditure project item but 
due to the length of time and also legal issues (STC is neither the land owner or 
occupier of adjacent lands) is being dealt with as part of annual revenue costs 
currently. 

 

2.4 Under the considerations ( 2.1 highlighted above) expenditure and income for the year 
to date has been projected for the remaining 6 months of the financial year (column 
marked in blue Appendices1 and 2). Income is not expected to alter significantly from the 
current declared figures whilst expenditure in budgets that are known to represent revenue 
costs (such as HR) expected to increase proportionately whilst others that fall into one-off 
or longer term projects remain as best guess estimates. 
 
At year end (31st March 2019) it is anticipated expenditure will be as recorded under the 
projected out-turn column under the assumptions of: 

a) £60K (30K for each special project either being spent up or earmarked for future 
use) 

b) There will be no further receipts to CIL monies 

c) An adjustment from last years annual return of £133500.00 to figures as 
consequence of the large debtor amounts owed in from the last financial year 
(ostensibly play equipment)  

 

These projections can be summarised as follows: 
a) Financial performance 2018-19 
       £ 

Expenditure        370388 
less income        115746  
(Deficit)/surplus     (254642)  
plus  

• precept     293773 
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Excess/(Deficit) income over expenditure 39131 

 

b) balance projection at 31 March 2019 
       £ 

balance b/f 1st April 2018    428740 

projected excess 2018/19      39131 
Projected balance as of 31st March 2019 467871 

  represented by: 
  allocated reserves     152 385 action to be approved by Full  
        resolution at council 
  reserves & provisions  30197 (includes 12K from s106 agreement
        for the two bus shelters on Fordham
        Rd) 
ring fenced (specified use) grants        7905 
Allotment surplus       7668 (will change by end of year) 
 
Providing for a (potential) general fund of  £269716   
 

• If STC approves a retention Policy  of  ½ current precept (£293775/2=£146887.50) 
for its general reserve levels the projected total general fund figure outside of any 
approved allocated fund provision complies with this Policy  and yields in addition 
an excess amount of  £122828.50 

• STC approved that all (net) expenditure above the s106 grant contribution received 
for refurbishment of the pavilion (£51721.37 in balance) be taken from CIL 
provision . Currently there is no CIL projected income in the next financial year  . 

 

At the Finance and Policy committee meeting (8th September 2018) it was agreed to 
recommend to full council the following: 

1. To increase the HR budget from 124K to 128K 

 

At the Finance & Policy meeting  on 8th October 2018 it was approved to have a working 
party meeting on the 29th October 2018 to undertake the following considerations 

 
1. To review the anticipated income and expenditure for 2019-20 
2. To retain all other budgets at current levels   
3. To further continue the exercise to differentiate/change current financial 

reporting to activity/cost centre basis in the next financial year 
4. Consider its ANTICIPATED excess RESERVES above general funds required 

and make decision to 
a) Leave as part of general reserves for it to be part of considerations of the annual 

precept calculations 2019-20 (circa £100K) 
b) Virement full amount to current allocated reserves amount (recommended 

course of action) 
c) Virement into current allocated reserves an amount outstanding from CIL in 

replacement for expenditure above s106 contribution 
d) Virement an element of total amount (tba). 
e) To recommend a proposed precept (rate demand) for 2019-20 to full council 

 
Those approvals are indicated in the minutes of the Finance & Policy Committee meeting 
held on the 12th November 2018. 
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3.0. Budget 2019/20. 
 
3.1 Next years (2019-20) budget has been formulated by the Finance & Policy Committee 
with considerations/input at council and committee meetings during Sept-October and from 
recommendations made by the Finance & Policy Committee at its monthly meetings in 
October –December 2018. On the basis that income and expense levels should, in so far 
as this is possible, be consistent with meeting its known current years’ service demands 
and with all budgets remaining in line with this current years performances. Any specific 
projects that require funding above these parameters  in the upcoming financial year have 
been indicated  by the relevant Standing Committees to allow further final adjustments  
which should include any projects that require high(er) levels of funding than normal by 
earmarking smaller levels of funds and for this activity to occur over a number of years 
(See points above). 
 

3.3 Total expenditure for 2019-20  is as currently budgeted and takes into consideration 
the following assumptions: 

1. Slight Increase in staff costs consistent with the national agreement and 1 point 
increment for office staff.  

2. There is provision for earmarked/allocated funds as indicated in the minutes of the 
Finance & Policy committee meeting 12th November 2018  

3. STC does not need to precept for its general reserve 
4. Income received, before precept, is estimated at  £44800 
5. Unsure of any further CIL provision in year 

 
 

3.3 Based on these projections  STC will have to meet expenditure before receipt of  
precept of  £322 500.00  (see attached proposed budget sheet) 
 
4.0. Precept. 
 
4.1 The current (2018-19) precept is  £293775.00 
 
4.2  Maintaining the precept at current levels would not cover projected net expenditure in 
2019/20 and would run the risk of shortfall (circa £28K)  should all anticipated budgetary or 
more expenditure occur. It should however be noted that due to the Band D number 
calculation received from the Billing Authority (SCDC) has risen (3656.40 as opposed to 
current year of  3563.6) the pocket feel to the ratepayer would be a minor decrease in the 
precept demand (irrespective of the fact that the rate demand total remains the same) 
providing a 'pocket feel' to the Ratepayer with a -0.25% decrease (£80.35 as opposed to  
current £82.44 for a Band D house ie a £2.09/year reduction -see table). 
 
4.3. STC currently has not made the approval for a base figure for its 'general fund'   This 
would represent good fiscal practice for the town council. 
 
4.4 Suggested options and courses of action (recommendation in para 5). 
 
5.0 Recommendations 
 
5.1 STC  will be recommended to: 
 
5.1.1  Noted the financial performance for the 6 months (year to date) and the projected
 year end out- turn to 31st March 2019 as presented to full council at its September
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 2018 meeting   
5.1.2 Adopt a policy (approval) of a  general fund figure that is approx. ½ of its annual 

precept and an allocated reserve separate and outside of the general Fund (see 
minutes F&P November 2018 meeting)  

5.1.3 Adopt the suggested budget (expenditures) for 2019-20 as set out in Appendix 1  
 
 
5.2  Set the precept for 2019-20 at one of the following levels: 
 
5.2.1 £322500  (total of +9.36% increase on current demand, but due to increased Band 

D number provides for an increase of  6.67%)   which will cover anticipated 
expenditure representing a balanced budget and have the next effect of pocket feel 
for £ 5.76/year  on a Band D house equating to an additional burden to current  of 
11p/week (proportionately less for Bands A-C). 

5.2.2 Retain at current precept  £293775 (-0.25% decrease) and balance any shortfall 
(currently as budget proposed calculated circa £28725) from its general reserves 
which would be possible as STC retains appropriate general reserve levels for the 
calculated shortfall  (which it does)_ 

5.2.3 £301425 which represents solely an increase in precept related to the calculated 
change (increased) numbers of band D houses (92.8) providing for an additional 
£7650 to the rate demand, but that any shortfall (of up to 28K) would need to be 
balanced by general reserves 

5.2.4 £307301 (+ 4.6% on current precept representing  the increase in Band D numbers 
[no pocket feel] plus an additional 2% [felt by all]) providing an additional £13526 to 
the current  rate demand with again any shortfall (circa £15K) to be balanced by 
general reserves. There is however a risk in adopting any strategy (such as the 2% 
capping imposed on higher tier authorities) pre-emptively that is currently not 
imposed by Central Government on first tier authorities such as town and parish 
council but the fear of some  smaller town and parish councils is that if they have 
not considered this aspect in the precept calculations going forward they may be 
stuck in being  able only to increase their precepts by minimal amounts (ie in the 
£100's) before needing to invoke Referendum of electors. The net effect (pocket 
feel) for band D dwelling is +£1.61/year or 3p/week  

5.2.5 £316496 (+7.7% on current precept representing  the increase in Band D numbers
 [no pocket feel] plus an additional 5% [felt by all]) still with a shortfall of circa 6K to
 be found from general reserves on projected expenditure. The net effect (pocket
 feel) for Band D dwelling is +£ 4.12/year or 8p/week increase.  
5.2.6 £322500 (+9.3% on current precept representing  the increase in Band D numbers
 [no pocket feel] plus an additional 6.76% [felt by all])) providing for a balanced
 budget but a relatively significant increase in ratepayer contribution of +£5.76/year
 or 11p/week on current. 
5.2.7 Any other £ amount for consideration (to be motioned at the December 2018
 meeting) 
 
5.3 The financial impact of all the above suggestions in regards to rate for Band D 
 dwellings (Table below) for a Band D house: 

• A precept of  £293775  (same as current  year) would represent a £2.09 
decrease in rate demand on a Band D dwelling due primarily to the change 
(increase) in  number of Band D numbers in the Town recorded by the Billing 
Authority from 3563.6 up to  3656.40 an additional 92.8 Band D equivalents) 

• A precept of £307301  (band D changes +2% in line with Central Governments 
requirements of higher tier authorities) would represent an increase on current 
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demand by £1.61 year (3p/week) for a Band D house (proportionately less/more 
for lower higher Banded properties)   

• A precept of  £322500 (+9.3 % increase from last year precept) would result in 
an additional £5.76 per year (11p/week)  burden to the Soham ratepayer for a 
Band D dwelling.   

  
 

NOTES TO CONSIDER 
 
BAND D numbers 
 
2018-19 Band D number was calculated at 3563.6. 2019-20 number of Band D houses is 
calculated to be 3656.40  
15% of houses in Soham are Band D’s whilst 76.8% of housing falls in the lower Band 
designations (A-C) and therefore whilst Band D figures are used in these calculations to be 
consistent with Billing Authorities requirements  the majority of properties in Soham (92%)  
pay proportionately less than the ‘average’ Band D figures quoted in calculations. 
 
Should Central Government impose the 2% max level(capping) on Parish and Town 
Councils, like it has on higher tier authorities (District AND County) or before the end of 
this financial year in its financial settlement (due in December)  proposed calculations 
become somewhat redundant/irrelevant as technically STC could only increase the 
precept by  to £308093 providing for an increase of £14319 on current (column C table 
above)  
 
ASSET REGISTER 
 
STC  in this financial year and its Annual Return has started to address the asset value 
that has historically been applied to the Annual Return (AGAR green form) as the figure 
provided currently £2.5 Million bears no relation to the asset register. It is proposed that a 
figure significant amount (in the order of 90%)  be removed from Box 9 values to bring the 
asset value declaration in parity with its known values. 
 
COMMONS MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
 
Current 5k is provided to owner (not remitted currently) new administration (May 2019 
elections) may revise this figure. 
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TABLE 5:3  
 
Current Band D 
demand £ per year 
(No of Dwellings, % 
in each band 
provided in 
parenthesis) 

 
 
Current 
2018-19 
precept 
£/year 

Increase (£/year) from current rate demand 

Precept (rate 
demand) as 
requested last 
financial year 
A 

Band D 
increase only 
B 
 
 
 

Band D increase 
(2.6%)  + 2% 
(Government Cap 
figure-currently not 
imposed review in 
settlement 19-20) 
C 

 Band D increase 
(2.6%)  + 5% 
D 

Band D increase 
(2.6%) +6.767%  
E 
 

A (925,17.8%) 54.96 53.56 54.96 56.03 57.70 58.80 

B (2147, 41.4%) 64.12 62.49 64.12 65.37 67.32 68.60 

C (915, 17.6%) 73.28 71.42 73.28 74.71 76.94 78.40 

D (792, 15.3%) 82.44 80.35 82.44 84.05 86.56  88.20 

E (311,6%) 100.76 98.21 100.76 102.73 105.79 107.80 

F (71, 1.4%) 119.08 116.06 119.08 121.41 125.03 127.40 

G (23, 0.4%) 137.40 133.92 137.40 140.08 144.27 147.00 

H (1, 0.02%) 164.88 160.70 164.88 168.09 173.12 176.40 

U (0, 0.00%) 0      

TOTAL PRECEPT 
(RATE DEMAND) 

£293775 £293775 £301425 £307301 £316496 £322500 

Total £'s increase 
(decrease) from 
current rate 
demand 

0 £0.00 
 

£7650 £13526 £22721 £28725 

Rationale for  
budget 

 STC Rate Demand 
Stay same as last FY 

STC rate 
Demand stays 
same as last FY 

Demand increases 
in line with other 
higher tier 
authorities are 
capped currently at 
by central 
government 

Demand increased in 
line with all other 
business, non 
business and services 
provided by TC (5%) 

Demand 
balances the 
proposed budget  

Budget (proposed)  NOT BALANCED NOT 
BALANCED 

NOT BALANCED NOT BALANCED BALANCED 

Potential Shortfall 
needed from 
councils current 
general reserves to 
balance budget 

  £28725.00 £21075.00 £15199.00 £6004.00 £0.00 

Comments  No increase in 
precept HOWEVER  
Slight decrease in 
rate felt by resident in 
each band due to in-
crease in total band 
D numbers between 
years (3563.6 last FY 
to next 3656.40) IN-
CREASE of 92.8 
Band D number 

£7.6K increase 
to current 
precept 
No increase in 
rate felt by 
resident DUE 
TO change in 
Band D 
numbers (up by 
92.8  from last 
financial year) 

£13.5K increase to 
precept burden of 
the additional 2% 
felt by all residents 

£22.7K increase to 
precept burden of the 
additional 5% felt by 
all residents 

£28.7K Additional 
burden  felt by all 
residents 

CHANGE £ PER 
YEAR 

      

BAND A   -£1.40 No change +£1.07 +£2.74 +£3.84 

BAND B  -£1.63 No change +£1.25 +£3.20 +£4.48 

BAND C  -£1.86 No change +£1.43 +£3.68 +£5.12 

BAND D  -£2.09 No change +£1.61  
(3p/week) 

+£4.12  
(8p/week) 

£5.76 (11p/week) 

  


